
Critically reading museums



The citizenship museum

Museums - citizenship in action

Museums can help us explore the identities of ourselves and 
others

Museums are constructed texts that need to be read critically

Reading is an act of informed citizenship

Museums can help us understand the place where we live 
and take responsibility for its development



Exploring Identity in Museums

Reading museums as texts

Museums and communication

Who is here?

The construction of identity in museums

The exploration of identity in museums



Museums and Identity

Museums as expressions of who we are or who we were?

What image of ourselves and others is reflected in a museum?



Reading Museums as Texts

Complex and multi-layered
artefacts, images, sounds, 
words

Linear, ordered or random

Who ‘wrote’ the museum?

Who did they ‘write’ it for?

Why did they ‘write’ it?

Who ‘reads’ it now?



Telling or being told? Making sense in a Museum

The Construction of meaning

Insider/outsider perspectives

Methods of interaction and communication 

One Way communication
Romantic imagination
Pictorial imagery
Image and sound
Models and sound

Ulrich Meister, Untitled 1993



Methods of communication

One way

Two way

Living history
First person interpretation
Third person interpretation

BallinStadt, Hamburg 



Pause for thought

What methods of communication have you recently 
encountered in a museum?

What did you find the most engaging and stimulating?

Which suited your needs best?

Which were most thought provoking?



Reading museums critically

The reliability or truthfulness of the interpretation

The thinking behind the choices made by the curator

The politics and economics of the interpretation

The identities and perspectives represented and therefore 
validated

Freedom of visitors to make interpretations for themselves



Who is here?

Being and Seeing

Do I see myself and my interests reflected in this museum?
What aspects of identity does this museum validate?

Who else do I encounter?

What kind of society is reflected/represented?



Who is here?

One photo is taken in Prague, one is from Dalecarlia in Sweden…



Pause for thought

Think of a museum you visited recently.

What aspects of identity were represented?
Were any aspects ‘missing’?
What view of society emerged?



Reading a painful past in a museum

Theft or protection
The colonial past in the British Museum and the Louvre

Changing the meaning 
Weimar-Buchenwald

Trading Slaves
The Maritime Museum Greenwich

How do you address wounds in 
society? 



Glorifying the past



Moral Identity: competing values  

Moral Identity or Identity through judgement

What view of society in the past and in the present am I 
encouraged to develop?

Appreciating moral perspectives and contexts

Competing values and harmonious pluralist societies

Human Rights



Moral Identity: competing values  



Assessing the role of museums in identity exploration

Are Museums useful places to explore identity?

Is the link between history, the past and identity illuminating 
or restraining?

Are we too past oriented in this kind of identity exploration 
and should we be seeking future possibilities more earnestly 
to secure human rights?

Can we now envisage the future we want and learning from 
the experiences of others in the past build the city of the 
future in which we want to live?


